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M E M O R A N D U M  

Date:  January 29, 2018 

To: Council 

From:  Jessica Coakley, Staff 

Subject:  Materials for Council Habitat Update 

 
The following materials are enclosed for the Council to consider:    
 

1) Regional Habitat Steering Committee – Call Summary 
 

2) Memo on Council Engagement on Offshore Wind Energy Planning 
 

3) Summary of Habitat Projects of Interest – Provide by GARFO/Habitat Conservation 
Division 
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Regional Habitat Steering Committee Call  

Webinar held January 11, 2018 ( ≈1:30-2:40pm) 

Summary of Recommendations 

 

On January 11, 2018 the habitat steering committee held a call/webinar to discuss the 
potential development of a Northeast regional habitat assessment. The group discussed the 
overall proposal for work, process, participation/membership and structure of work 
teams, and other next steps.  

 

Participants (Steering committee and others): Bob Beal, Julia Beaty, Steve Brown, Pat 
Campfield, Lou Chiarella, Jessica Coakley, Lisa Havel, Tony Macdonald, Tony Marshak, Kara 
Meckley, Mark Monaco, Chris Moore, Tom Nies, Tom Noji, Gary Whelan, Kate Wilke 

 
O v e r a l l  R e c o m m e n d a t i o n s  

 

❖ Steering committee members were supportive of the proposal for an assessment 
and agreed that the products would be valuable for partner organizations.  

❖ While the proposed timeline is ambitious, much of the relevant work is already 
occurring and can be incorporated into this assessment.  

❖ The assessment is not intended to duplicate existing products but instead to identify 
what is available and identify gaps in that information. 

❖ Members agreed it’s important to identify who the products are being developed 
for, and how the existing information and new products can support them upfront.  

❖ 3 project teams were recommended (inshore, offshore, habitat footprint), to 
develop work plans for the different component of the assessment.  

❖ The scope of the assessment and the role of project teams should be more clearly 
defined.  

❖ Overall, the assessment should compile information on the quantity and quality of 
habitat in our region, with a focus on specific habitat types. 

❖ A small working group or subgroup of steering committee members should meet to 
develop specific guidance for the project teams on their role, and the temporal and 
spatial scales of the products. 

❖ An additional steering committee member should be added (Pat Halpin). 
 

A d d i t i o n a l  C o n s i d e r a t i o n s  
 

❖ Many of the proposed products will align with needs for partners in the region.  
o The Mid-Atlantic Council essential fish habitat “Redo” aligns with many of 

the pieces in the proposed assessment.  
o Need to more clearly define what products will support the partners.  

❖ Project teams: These will need to be well organized and coordinated.  



 

 

o There are 3 teams, but redundancy is needed for some members on all 3 
teams to ensure coordination and prevent team activities from 
overlapping too much.  

o Teams need to be structured/organized to ensure feedback across teams 
and with the steering committee.  

o Membership may be persons capable of doing the work, (have expertise) 
but the project teams are intended to identify what has been done and 
needs to be done in the work plans.  

o GIS expertise should be included on each team.  
❖ Scale: Depending on what is to be accomplished, may need to work on multiple 

scales to create base maps and products.  
o The issue of scale should be addressed upfront in this process.  
o Important to develop a coherent spatial framework for the products.  
o Data management will be very important.  
o May need to use a nested approach to developing products at different 

scales to support differing partner needs.  
o NCCOS and others have experience dealing with these kinds of spatial 

data that should be considered.  
o There are 3 habitat assessments being conducted on the west coast – 

perhaps there is information to be gleaned from how they handled scale 
and setting up their spatial frameworks? 

❖ Some early thoughts on project teams. 
o ACFHP and ASMFC very interested in inshore project and suggests Roger 

Pugliese may be useful on a team.  
o NCCOS staff Suzanne Skelley and John Christianson may also be useful on 

a team.  
❖ Chris Moore has agreed to chair the steering committee with Council staff providing 

logistics support, but is open to taking on a vice-chair, co-chair, or accepting other 
support from groups for logistics.   

 
N e x t  S t e p s  
 

❖ Convene the subgroup to develop advice on the scale and scope of project, and to 

define the role of project teams. 

❖ Reach out to the additional steering committee member identified (Pat Halpin, 

Duke). 

❖ Identify membership for all 3 project teams.  
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M E M O R A N D U M  

Date:  January 25, 2018 

To: Chris Moore, Executive Director 

From:  Jessica Coakley, Staff 

Subject:  Council Engagement on Offshore Wind Energy Planning 

 
The Council identified “Offshore energy development issues” as a priority in the 2018 implementation 
plan. With the large amount of activity on wind energy development in our region by both the Bureau of 
Ocean Energy Management (BOEM) and individual developers, and given limited Council staff 
resources, it is important that the Council be strategic and identify how to most effectively engage on 
this issue.  
 
Both Mid-Atlantic and New England Council habitat staff have discussed this issue extensively, along 
with our partners at National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Fisheries. Staff 
recommend the following approach.  
 
Work Collaboratively with our NOAA Fisheries Partners and Across Councils 
 
Staff at NOAA Fisheries Greater Atlantic Regional Fisheries Office (GARFO) and the Northeast 
Fisheries Science Center (NEFSC) have formed an “Offshore Wind Energy Team”, and Council staff 
have identified this as an opportunity to work collaboratively with this team. This partnership provides 
the opportunity to share information, stay engaged on current issues, and identify the tools and 
products needed to most effectively respond to wind issues in our region for everyone involved.  
 
Engage and Comment in a Strategic Way   
 
The Council is most effective when commenting on high level planning and policy issues, and we 
believe the Council can be most influential during early planning phases when proposed boundaries for 
wind lease areas are being drawn and considered by BOEM. Having Council staff engage with 
individual developers on specific project details such as turbine siting, cable laying, and other later 
phases of activity is challenging because of the number of projects occurring, limited staff time and 
resources, and the scale at which many of those conversations are happening (e.g., siting a wind 
turbine that might affect a specific fishermen’s fishing spot). Simply put, it’s impossible for the Council 
and staff to engage on every wind project issue at every scale. Therefore, staff recommend that the 
Council focus on the following major wind issues for 2018: 
 

1) Commenting on the call for information related to the NY Wind Energy Areas, which is 
an opportunity to provide input on the information BOEM needs to prepare the 
environmental impact analyses.   
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2) Engaging/commenting with BOEM on their next wind planning endeavor, “The Path 
Forward,” which will evaluate the entire region and identify the next areas for potential 
lease. 

3) Commenting on any draft EIS/EFH assessment documents for construction and 
operations plans (BOEM currently anticipates up to 3 in calendar year 2018).  
 

Develop Tools to Help the Councils (and their Stakeholders) Comment More Effectively 
 
The preparation of a report that spatially documents the fisheries value of the Northeast US continental 
shelf and identifies key biological/ecological resources in our region would be valuable. The New 
England Council Habitat Committee recently indicated their support for this type of report at its most 
recent meeting on January 9, 2018.  
 
Instead of a written report, Council staff recommend we collaboratively develop a “living report” jointly-
hosted on the New England and Mid-Atlantic Council websites on a “Wind Energy Action Page.” Staff 
propose working collaboratively with the Offshore Wind Energy Team to identify and develop analyses, 
maps, and products that would support our ability to effectively comment on these wind planning issues 
for the NY call for information, but also in the longer term to support discussions with BOEM for “The 
Path Forward.” As those tools and products become available they could be posted online, along with 
other wind references, links and resources to help inform our Council members and stakeholders.  
 
This approach will not only support what the Councils need to comment effectively on offshore energy 
planning issues, but it will provide our stakeholders and individuals with tools needed to more 
effectively engage with the wind energy developers and their fisheries liaisons directly. In addition, 
many of these same products will support the Councils ability to comment effectively on oil and gas 
development, should it move forward in our region. The intent is not to duplicate available resources, 
such as those on the Mid-Atlantic or Northeast data portals, but to reference existing resources and add 
value specific information to fishery and offshore wind interactions. Some of the products that could be 
developed include: 
 

1) Information on fishery value: 
a. Maps of landings/revenues by fishing gear and/or fishery management plan. 
b. Summary tables of landings/revenues by wind energy area, statistical area. 

2) Information on fishery distribution: 
a. Maps of vessel trip report (VTR) and vessel monitoring system (VMS) fishing 

activity by fishing gear and/or fishery management plan. 
3) Cumulative activity in the region: 

a. Consolidated maps/tables that identify areas of high or low fishing 
activity/fishing revenues generated. 

4) Information on biological/ecological resources:  
a. Consolidated maps of habitat protection areas for both Councils.  
b. Tables and maps on EFH, HAPCs, or other important ecological resources in 

our area.  
5) Reports and references on wind energy.  
6) Links/contacts for the wind energy development companies currently operating in our 

region.  
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Joint Council Workshop to Support Engagement on the “The Path Forward”  
 
The New England and Mid-Atlantic Councils could consider a stakeholder workshop later in 2018 or 
2019. This workshop could be organized collaboratively between the Councils and provide an 
opportunity to develop clear recommendations on how BOEM should address future wind energy 
development in our region.  
 



MAFMC MEETING Feb 18  

 GARFO HCD Updates. 

Offshore Oil and Gas Exploration  

On January 8, 2018, the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management announced the availability of the 

Draft Proposed Program (DPP) for the 2019-2024 Outer Continental Shelf (OSC) Oil and Gas 

Leasing Program in the Federal Register (Vol. 83, No 5, pages 829-833).  They also announced 

their intention to prepare a Programmatic Environmental Impact Statement for the program, and 

requested comments on the DPP, scope of the PEIS and significant issues that should be 

addressed.  This follows President Trump's Executive Order 13795 issued last year which lifted 

bans on offshore oil and gas exploration and production in the Arctic and Atlantic, and Secretary 

Zinke's Order 3350  that called for enhancing OCS energy exploration, leasing, and 

development, and establishing regulatory certainty for OCS activities.  Comments will be 

accepted until March 9, 2018.   

 

More information is on the BOEM website:  https://www.boem.gov/National-Program/. 

 

The DPP opens 98% of the OSC to consideration for oil and gas leasing, including 25 of the 26 

planning areas.  No exclusions are proposed in the FRN.  The FNR also includes the schedule for 

proposed lease sales including Mid-Atlantic lease sales in 2020, 2022 and 2024. 

 

A stakeholder call was held on January 4, 2018.  Several HCD staff called in despite the barely 3 

hour notice of the call.  A few questions were answered following the announcement of the FNR 

notice and their intention to do a PEIS.  They do not plan any targeted outreach to the fishing 

industry beyond what they will be doing for all stakeholders, but are willing to meet if 

requested.  They also plan to hold one informational meeting in each state sometime in Jan and 

Feb.   

 

NOAA will be developing comments, but we in GARFO are awaiting guidance from the NOAA 

Policy Office on how NOAA comments will be transmitted.  GARFO HCD will be working with 

other office in the Region and the NEFSC on the development of the comments.    

 

Offshore G&G Activities 

 

In the briefings from 2016 and 2017, we provided and update on the offshore G&G activities.  

As reported in the past, BOEM has agreed to conduct individual EFH consultation with us during 

the developed of the site-specific environmental assessment for each application for G&G survey 

permits.  We have not received any EA or requests for consultation since our last MAFMC 

update.   

 

Based upon the BOEM website, there does not appear to have been any changes in the status of 

the pending applications.   

Wind Energy 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001OyUgs0EMmrsAOBS7HGw1VcnoPvexKaGN4CLCs--y9VscCpJbyRhVBWllLH-L_e273y4LeOB6FpLSemzdVLzRuj4qHOKqBzVJghcAFn8gF5pzB6G6RgXfvWH0xOJzjedFOfpeiP_FgTozAyM770YjaFtVSSjkBcp_klYWdLr29ontbR2AEpxPvy4Zm72iTisnTOVDVw5gzMq4MgP43UBASxDjGREytiFR2DCWdW7INGmkfw8YaZcrwnWOR_Cdhk7l3jdHu3QqJ-Jv7jUiOQwqdYxGdVoIcnl2MmBYZic24Cssc9_-YhgU0ZkuLZZ3s4-duc0uJHKVAkE13f6ZIfJ4M-8KnzlYm5uEJnp02zuIZg55Zdus4YRAjyPZT8cf2Gx2dotlhxHMx1vJxTj3ZFJ1sZZ1E0Ixlfd8gFPZU6etohHKMYgCQ0mTcT4iPgSzSCe4WTLM9MlVX2LzMUefRZOWSjJpIvVU4APpKrfwQw5EaHWXpUTgNJpmVw==&c=1LbJiIQCtjxqurPXj6uyZvQKJikDu0ba5949v7DsWvv73BVN3BNdnQ==&ch=NHyQMwYfKluSUhVz6L5HrbFSacdFMONZ-WOYBipT2JYbTNZvfiHRtg==


GARFO and NEFSC have formed a Wind workgroup that includes representatives from various 

GARFO divisions and scientists from NEFSC.  We expect a number of combine Site Assessment 

Plans/Construction and Operation Plans to come in for review in 2018.   

NY:  NY has been a very busy place for wind energy activities.   A state task force meeting was 

held Dec 4, 2017.   NY State submitted a request for consideration for a number of areas off NY 

and NJ for leasing.  See below.  BOEM is currently developing a Call for Information and 

Nominations.  

 
 

 

VA/NC:    A VA/NC state task force meeting was held in Dec. 7, 2017.  One of the topics 

discussed was the lease sale of OSC A -0508 (Kitty Hawk), and an update on activities in lease 

OSC-A-0483 (Dominion Energy is the lease holder) whose Site Assessment Plan was approved 

on October 12, 2017.   

 

 



 
 

Other Activities 

 

New York 

This is a continuation from the last update, we are still working on New York State’s Coastal and 

Social Resiliency Initiatives for the Tottenville shoreline along the south shore of Staten Island, 

New York which includes ten breakwaters placed 500 – 2100 ft from the shoreline, grouped into 

three sections by design type, totaling 3900 linear foot (lf).  They have initiated consultation and 

the assessment is under review. 

 

New Jersey/Delaware  

 

• EPA Region III will begin the second year of its SAV mapping effort in Delaware River 

and Bay in cooperation with the National Academy of Science.  There is very little 

information on SAV in the Delaware Bay and mapping is old and spotting at best.  Year 

one mapping focused on the tidal fresh portions of the river.  This year, mapping will 

occur in the estuary.  More SAV was found than expected, primary wild celery 

(Vallisneria americana).  Only two years of funding is available through the EPA grant.  

Since SAV is an HAPC for summer flounder, we hope MAFMC would consider how 

they could help to facilitate mapping efforts in the region.  It is a challenge for HDC to 

protect the HAPC through its consultations without mapping.   

 



 

• Delaware River deepening and maintenance dredging – This is an almost never ending 

project to deepen the federal channel to -45 feet.  Initial NEPA documents were prepared 

in the 1980’s with supplements on occasion for the past few decades.  We were recently 

contacted by the NJDEP about the Corps’ planned use of Buoy 10 for overboard disposal.  

While this may have been in the early NEPA documents, the Corps has not consulted 

with HCD on EFH for the use of the site and we specifically stated that consultation 

would be required if they decided to use this site when we commented on other project 

modifications.   

 

 
 

Chesapeake Bay 

• The Corps is still proposing to widen the Baltimore Harbor approach channels, and still 

plan to dispose of the sediments at the Wolf Trap Disposal Site in VA.   The Wolf Trap 

site lies within the Virginia Marine Resources Commission (VMRC) Blue Crab Sanctuary 

Area, a refuge for overwintering female blue crabs that support a multi-million dollar, 

multi-jurisdictional fishery including Maryland, Virginia and the Potomac River.  We are 

continuing to recommend alternate disposal sites be used.  

 



• The Maryland Transportation Authority (MDTA), in coordination with the Federal 

Highway Administration (FHWA) is preparing a Tier I Environmental Impact Statement 

(EIS) for the Chesapeake Bay Crossing Study in accordance with the National 

Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). The purpose of the study is to consider multiple 

corridors for providing additional traffic capacity and access across Chesapeake Bay.  

 

Aquaculture: 

• GARFO has created an aquaculture team to improve coordination within the region on 

aquaculture issues and project review.  The team includes members from all of the 

GARFO divisions. 

 

• Manna Fish Farms – A proposal to do finfish aquaculture offshore of the south shore of 

Long Island.  This proposal has been around a few years.  One of the major issues deals 

with the possession of fish in the EEZ.  The company has proposed striped bass, 

steelhead and a few others.  Our aquaculture coordinator has been involved to a limited 

extent, but the Corps, who would have to issue a permit for the structures, does not intend 

to move forward until the fisheries management issues are resolved. 

 

• Nationwide permit 48 and the use of hydraulic clam dredges.  Recently, HCD review an 

EFH assessment prepared to an existing aquaculture facility in Long Island, Frank 

Flowers and Sons.  However, after our review, we recommended a seasonal restriction on 

the use of hydraulic clam dredge in EFH for winter flounder eggs and larvae within the 

project site (areas less than 20 feet deep).  This has caused the East Coast Shellfish 

Growers Association to raise concerns with John Bullard.  We have tried to address these 

concerns and will continue to do so with our new RA, Mike Penton.  As of yet, the Corps 

has not issued the permit due to issues raised by the bay men that harvest on the public 

beds adjacent to the lease site.   

 

Miscellaneous: 

• US Navy - The Navy has prepared an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)/Overseas 

Environmental Impact Statement (OEIS) for Atlantic Fleet Training and Testing (AFTT) 

activities in the sea space in and the airspace over the Atlantic Ocean and the eastern 

coast of North America, portions of the Caribbean Sea, and the Gulf of Mexico.  GARFO 

and SERO have been coordinating with the Navy and did not comment directly on the 

OEIS.  The Navy will be preparing EFH assessments and will be initiating consultation 

with us.  

 

• Work continues on the National Mitigation Policy to enhance consistency within the 

agency in the practice of mitigation and to address the unique circumstances that can 

occur with respect to mitigation in estuarine and marine environments.  
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